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The Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory is a pulsed source of neutrons
and, as a by-product of this operation, an intense source of pulsed neutrinos via stopped-pion decay. The
COHERENT collaboration uses this source to investigate coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering and
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other physics with a suite of detectors. This work includes a description of our Geant4 simulation of neutrino
production at the SNS and the flux calculation which informs the COHERENT studies. We estimate the
uncertainty of this calculation at the ∼10% level based on validation against available low-energy πþ

production data.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.106.032003

I. INTRODUCTION

At the Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL), a pulsed 1.4-MW beam of
∼1-GeV protons strikes an approximately 50 cm-long Hg
target [1]. The incident protons interact multiple times
within the thick target, losing energy and spalling nuclei to
create the intended neutrons and by-product charged pions.
The majority of the πþ come to rest (less than 1% decay in
flight) within the thick and dense target, and their stopped
decays then give rise to neutrinos with energies of order
tens of MeV:

πþ → μþ þ νμ

μþ → eþ þ ν̄μ þ νe: ð1Þ

SNS interactions also produce copious quantities of π−, but
the vast majority (∼99%) of these capture on nuclei in the
target before decaying and rarely produce neutrinos. The
proton beam energy is too low to create substantial
numbers of other neutrino-producing decay chains, such
as those of K� or η.
To take advantage of this high-intensity pulsed-neutrino

source, the COHERENT collaboration has deployed multi-
ple neutrino detectors 20–30 m from the target in the SNS
basement corridor known as “Neutrino Alley.” The col-
laboration has performed the first-ever measurements of the
cross section of coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering
(CEvNS) with the COH-CsI [2] and COH-Ar-10 detectors
[3]. CEvNS measurements are planned on additional
nuclear targets (Na and Ge), as well as measurements of
several charged-current neutrino-interaction cross sections
of interest to nuclear and particle physics and astrophysics
[4]. As COHERENT’s cross-section measurements become
more precise, they will illuminate physics topics including
nonstandard neutrino interactions [5,6], neutrino electro-
magnetic properties [7–11], nuclear form factors and
neutron distributions [12–14], and the detection of super-
nova neutrinos by both dedicated observatories [15,16]
and next-generation neutrino-oscillation experiments
[17–19].
Precise knowledge of the SNS neutrino flux is essential

to unlocking the full physics potential of the COHERENT
cross-section measurements. The uncertainty on the overall
normalization of the neutrino flux is the dominant system-
atic uncertainty in the Ar results [3] and the second-largest
systematic in the initial CsI results [2]. Thanks to updated

measurements of the quenching factor in CsI, the neutrino
flux is the dominant systematic in the final CsI results [20].
We have built a detailed model of the SNS using the

Geant4 Monte Carlo framework [21,22] to characterize the
neutrino flux to the COHERENT detectors and have made
it publicly available on Zenodo [23]. In addition to the
geometry, the simulation accuracy relies on the underlying
implementation of pion production in the Geant4 physics
model. Section II describes our validation efforts using four
standard physics lists against the available world πþ-
production data. World data, however, are imperfect—
Hg-target data are not available at low proton energies, data
sets at proton energies near 1 GeV are very limited, and
most pion-production cross sections are measured using
thin targets that do not replicate the half-meter of dense
material the protons at the SNS encounter. Although the
existing data are insufficient for a precise validation, we
estimate the uncertainty of our simulated flux with the
QGSP_BERT physics list to be about 10%. Section III
describes our simulation of the SNS, along with our tools
for studying the characteristics of the resulting neutrinos.
We also discuss the effect of changes to SNS operating
conditions; for example, the incident proton kinetic energy
has ranged from 0.83–1.011 GeV during COHERENT’s
lifetime in Neutrino Alley. Section IV summarizes the
properties of our simulated neutrino flux using the selected
physics list.
Our SNS simulation has applications to additional

nuclear and particle physics experiments proposed at the
SNS. In Sec. V, we present a neutrino-flux simulation based
on preliminary design work for a proposed second target
station (STS) with a tungsten target; our results suggest that
the STS could be a very productive site for next-generation
neutrino experiments. Section VI describes the use of our
simulation to study π0 and π− production at the SNS,
relevant to accelerator-based searches for light dark matter.
We discuss several future avenues for reducing uncertain-
ties related to the SNS neutrino flux in Sec. VII and
conclude in Sec. VIII.

II. VALIDATION OF π + -PRODUCTION MODELS

We investigated four standard physics models (or “phys-
ics lists”) as implemented in Geant4.10.06.p01: FTFP_BERT,
QGSP_BERT, QGSP_BIC, and QGSP_INCLXX. With all
SNS protons well below 10 GeV, the differences in the
underlying stringmodels of FTFP_BERTandQGSP_BERT
were found to be negligible; in this work, we focus only on
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the QGSP models. We note here that the plots within this
section use natural units, such that c ¼ 1.
Each candidate for our physics list models nuclear

structure in a specific way. With an implementation of
the classical Bertini Cascade model [24] for incident
hadrons below 3 GeV, QGSP_BERT is a favored model
for the production of hadrons (and subsequently, neutrinos)
with its treatment of the nucleus as a gas of nucleons that
can be solved on average using the Boltzmann equation for
a projectile moving through the gas [25]. The QGSP_BIC
physics list differs only for protons and neutrons, for which
it implements a binary cascade and models the nucleus as
an isotropic sphere. In this model, the nucleons are placed
at specific positions that projectiles can interact with
individually, and each nucleon carries a randommomentum
between zero and the Fermi momentum [26]. Finally,
QGSP_INCLXX extends the Liège Intranuclear Cascade
model [27] benchmarked against spallation studies below
3 GeV [28] by modeling the nucleus in a very similar
manner to QGSP_BIC, but adding the possibility to emit
nucleon clusters that can cause secondary reactions after a
projectile interacts with the nucleus. Both QGSP_BIC and
QGSP_INCLXX require increased computation time (com-
pared to QGSP_BERT) to model the interactions of
projectiles with more massive nuclei [29].
In prior estimations the COHERENT collaboration has

used the QGSP_BERT physics list with an assigned 10%
uncertainty on any flux predictions coming from simulation
efforts. This estimate was informed by prior studies using
an implementation of the Bertini model in the LAHET
Monte Carlo framework [30] to make predictions for the
LSND and KARMEN experiments [31–33]. World data at
the time of their investigation did not agree with LAHET
predictions, and LAHET predictions that were renormal-
ized to match available data were lower than Geant4

predictions [31,34,35]. The 10% systematic was assigned
to our neutrino-flux calculations to conservatively account
for this discrepancy [2].
Since the lack of pion-production data from 1 GeV

proton-mercury interactions prevents a direct comparison,
our choice of physics model must be validated via other
targets, usually at higher energies. In Sec. II A, we compare
the total πþ-production cross section to the Norbury-
Townsend parametrization developed to match data from
proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions [36]. Not
included in the development of the Norbury-Townsend
parametrization, however, are newer results focusing on
double-differential measurements, such as those from the
thin-target HARP experiment [37].We detail our validations
against the HARP measurements in Sec. II B. Older experi-
ments also collected double-differential pion-production
data at energies closer to the SNS, such as Abaev et al. in
1989 [38], but their data have a very limited angular
coverage.We use these data sets to check themodel behavior
at lower proton energies (Sec. II C) since they cannot

constrain our total neutrino flux. We discuss the effects of
modeling the thick target of the SNS in Sec. II D and
interpret all of our validationwork to estimate a neutrino flux
systematic for COHERENT in Sec. II E.

A. Norbury-Townsend parametrization

The Norbury-Townsend parametrization is an empirical
function developed to parametrize pion-production data
from proton-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus interactions mea-
sured by Nagamiya et al. [39]. While developed in the right
energy range for SNS operations at∼1 GeV, πþ production
data were only taken for subsets of Neþ NaF, Neþ Cu,
Neþ Pb, Cþ C, Cþ Pb, Ar þ KCl, Ar þ Pb for 0.4, 0.8,
and 2.1 GeV per incident nucleon—only π− production
data were available from the proton-nucleus studies [36].
Although our focus is πþ production in this work, we note
that future effort to check the candidate physics models
against the parametrizations for π− and π0 production will
be useful to validate the flux predictions for dark-matter-
producing particles at the SNS that, we present in Sec. VI.
The Norbury-Townsend parametrization of the πþ pro-

duction cross section (σπþ in mb) from incident protons is
shown in Eq. (3), where At is the number of target nucleons,
and Ei (in GeV) is the energy per incident nucleon [36]:

σπþ ¼ A2.2=3
t

0.00717þ 0.0652 logðEiÞ
Ei

þ 0.162
E2
i

: ð2Þ

This parametrization overpredicts the πþ-production from
the Ar þ Pb and Neþ Pb data used in the development by
between 15% and 30%, though, we do note that this
demonstrates a 1σ consistency due to the large errors of the
datasets from the early 1980s.
Using a thin simulated target to minimize proton energy

loss (5 × 5 × 0.5 cm3) and specifying the isotope, molar
mass, and density for each target, we counted the total
number of pions produced. We then scaled this event rate
by our simulated number of target nuclei and incident flux
of protons to convert to a total cross-section prediction.
Figure 1 shows comparisons of these results to the para-
metrization across incident energies (top) and target
nucleus (bottom), with a 10% uncertainty applied to the
cross sections from each potential physics list.
The top panel of Fig. 1 demonstrates that for pþ Hg at

1 GeV, QGSP_BERT and QGSP_INCLXX agree with the
parametrization at a ∼15% level, and generally have better
agreement at lower energies (∼10% at 0.8 GeV) than at
higher energies (∼25% at 1.3 GeV). The QGSP_BIC
model, however, consistently overpredicts the pþ Hg
parametrization by more than 50% from 0.8–1.3 GeV.
The bottom panel of Fig. 1 illustrates that for 1 GeV pþ A,
QGSP_BERT and QGSP_INCLXX agree with the para-
metrization at the ∼15% level for nuclear targets near Hg.
Due to the high uncertainties in the parametrization and its
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underlying datasets, we use these results to demonstrate a
reasonable consistency at an ∼15% level for the predictions
of both QGSP_BERTand QGSP_INCLXX, and to identify
the overall normalization problem of QGSP_BIC.

B. HARP and HARP-CDP

HARP, the Hadron Production Experiment (PS214),
operated at CERN’s Proton Synchrotron from 2000 to
2002. With a nearly 4π acceptance and incident proton
momentum range from 1.5 GeV=c to 15 GeV=c, HARP
measured 7 different solid targets (Be, C, Al, Cu, Sn, Ta,
Pb) as well as 4 cryogenic liquid targets (H2, D2, N2, O2).

The HARP collaboration disagreed on their TPC calibra-
tions causing a subgroup, HARP-CDP, to promote different
calculations of pion momenta and identification of protons
and pions [40]. Both of these differences impact the final
analysis, such that HARP-CDP reports 16–34% lower
integrated cross sections (shown in Fig. 4) than the
HARP analysis, depending on the target. In this paper,
both sets of cross-section results were checked against our
Monte Carlo simulations.
Data were not collected for incident protons at 1 GeV;

therefore, we compare to the HARP and HARP-CDP
analyses of 3 GeV=c data on a large range of nucleon
numbers: Be [41], C [42,43], Al [41,44], Cu [42], Sn
[42,45], Ta [46,47], and Pb [41,48]. We follow a similar
procedure to our Norbury-Townsend comparisons and
simulate monoenergetic protons with 2.205 GeVof kinetic
energy (calculated from the 3 GeV=c beam momentum)
incident on a thin target (5 × 5 × 0.5 cm3), though here
counting pions produced per pion momentum and produc-
tion angle rather than total number of pions. We then scale
the stored event rates by our simulated target details to
convert to a doubly differential cross-section prediction
from each simulation model. Figure 2 illustrates the direct
comparison of our simulation to the HARP and HARP-
CDP results for 3 GeV=c pþ 208Pb. The simulation error
bands combine statistical uncertainty with the estimated
10% systematic uncertainty on the simulation prediction.
The HARP and HARP-CDP data consistently disagree with
the simulation predictions by more than 10% in the low-
angle bins, but generally start to demonstrate consistency
with QGSP_BERT and QGSP_INCLXX in the higher-
angle bins. We also note that the simulation generally
better-predicts the data in the higher-momentum bins, and
the normalization problem of QGSP_BIC is evident in the
low-momentum bins.
Since the Geant4 models predict the HARP and HARP-

CDP data better in some bins than others and the SNS
neutrino flux is known to arise from πþ decay at rest (see
Table II), we integrate away the angular or momentum
dependence to compare singly differential cross sections.
The comparisons shown in Fig. 3 integrate our simulation
prediction over the angular region of the HARP analysis;
there is less than a 1% difference from the simulation
prediction integrated over the HARP angular region and
over the HARP-CDP angular region, so we show HARP-
CDP data on the same axes.
The SNS mercury target is thick and dense enough to

stop the majority of the pions regardless of production
angle or momentum. Therefore, to a very good approxi-
mation, we require only the total cross section to simulate
the neutrino production. We integrate away the dependence
on both production angle (350–2150 mrad) and momentum
(0.1–0.8 GeV) and show the total cross-section compar-
isons to both HARP and HARP-CDP data in Fig. 4.
The ratio of the Geant4 model prediction to the HARP or
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FIG. 1. Comparisons of the Norbury-Townsend parametriza-
tion and Geant4 model predictions of total pion-production cross
section. Top: dependence of total cross section on incident proton
energy for a mercury target. The vertical line indicates the current
SNS operating energy of 1.011 GeV, but COHERENT still sees
πþ production at energies below this value due to proton energy
loss within the thick target (see Fig. 16). Bottom: dependence of
total cross section on target nucleus for a proton energy of 1 GeV.
The vertical line represents a mercury target.
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FIG. 2. Comparisons of double-differential cross sections of πþ production from 3 GeV=c pþ 208Pb as predicted by the different
Geant4 physics lists to the measurements from HARP (top) and HARP-CDP (bottom). The error band shown for each physics list is a
10% uncertainty. We highlight 208Pb because, among HARP targets, this isotope is closest in mass to the SNS mercury target.
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HARP-CDP result determines how well we predict the data
and is therefore considered in this work as the most
convincing estimate of our systematic uncertainty (more
in Sec. II E).

C. Low-energy pion-production data

Using the proton synchrotron at the Leningrad Nuclear
Physics Institute (Gatchina, Russia) with a beam kinetic
energy of 997� 5 MeV, Abaev et al. measured pion
production on 16 different targets (isotopes of H, B, C,
O, Mg, Al, Cu, Sn, Ta, W, and Pb) at 0° and 57.8° with 0.01
steradian angular acceptance [38]. We compare to a range

of nucleon numbers, but we exclude comparisons to
different isotopes of the same nucleus in this work as no
significant difference between different isotopes was found
in the cross sections from data or simulation. The double-
differential comparisons of the Geant4 models to Abaev et al.
are shown in Fig. 5, and the momentum-integrated com-
parisons are shown in Fig. 6.
The bottompanel ofFig. 5 at 57.8° (∼1009 mrad) is similar

to the center-left panels of the HARP (950–1150 mrad)
and HARP-CDP (873–1047 mrad) results shown in Fig. 2,
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FIG. 3. Comparison of measured differential cross sections of
πþ production from 3 GeV=c pþ 208Pb to Geant4 physics lists.
Top: HARP and HARP-CDP data were integrated over their
respective angular regions and compared to simulation integrated
from 350 to 2150 mrad in production angle. Bottom: HARP and
HARP-CDP data were integrated from 0.1 to 0.8 GeV=c in
momentum and compared to simulation integrated on the
same region.
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albeit with different incident proton energy and angular
acceptance. We observe a similar disagreement with the
double-differential comparisons, but a slightly better agree-
ment with the momentum-integrated comparison in Fig. 6.
The points at 208 nucleons in the momentum-integrated
comparisons of Fig. 6 are similar to the behavior of a single
bin in the bottom panel of Fig. 3, albeit with larger angular
acceptance. We observe that single angular bins do disagree
with the HARP and HARP-CDP data by greater than 10%,
which suggests that we cannot draw conclusions about the
uncertainty on the total pionproduction from the limited angle
coverage of the Abaev data. Focusing specifically on the
comparisons to 208Pb and noting that the 0° prediction of
QGSP_BERT is consistent with the Abaev data at the 10%
level, we infer that the 10% uncertainty consistent with
HARP predictions is a reasonable estimate at lower proton
energy.

D. Secondary particle interactions

The pion-production model of QGSP_BERT has the best
agreement for thin-target data, but we must also model the
proton energy loss and the interactions of any secondary
particles that are produced. For example, πþ scattering will
affect our predictions on how many πþ decay at rest, and
pion interactions such as charge exchange or absorption
will impact the number of πþ that decay into neutrinos. We
do not perform any specific validation of these processes in
this work, but we offer some comments here about the
models we implement.
Proton energy-loss models are important in Geant4,

as they have broad applications within both the particle
physics and medical communities. As a result, these
models have undergone extensive validation efforts
[49,50]. The energy-loss profile of protons is generally
accurate to within 2% above 1 MeV. We do not perform
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any further validation of the energy losses within the SNS
target, and we neglect any uncertainty from the proton
energy-loss profile within the thick SNS target in
this work.
Pions and other secondary hadrons created at the SNS

are well below 10 GeV and are simulated using the default
cross-section tables implemented in the Bertini Cascade
model (primarily the Baranshenkov and Glauber-Gribov
parametrizations) [24]. In our simulations of the SNS,
∼25% of the πþ tracks that are produced end in nondecay
processes (labeled “piþ Inelastic” in Geant4). There is less
than a 1% difference between this fraction of nondecay
destruction of pion tracks between QGSP_BERT and
QGSP_INCLXX, though QGSP_BIC simulations estimate
that nearer to 30%of πþ tracks end in nondecay processes.A
small fraction (less than 15%) of these “piþ Inelastic” track
deaths can still result in neutrino production due to the
production of additional protons or pions. We do not
perform any specific validation of these processes in this
work, and we neglect the uncertainty here given the differ-
ence between the QGSP_BERT and QGSP_INCLXX pre-
dictions and the previously identified normalization
problem of the QGSP_BIC predictions.

E. Discussion

We are not aware of any data from pþ Hg and very few
data sets exist at these energies, so this work is intended
as a cross-check of prior estimates rather than as a
derivation of our neutrino-flux systematic while new
experimental efforts are developed (see Sec. VII). We find
that QGSP_BERT is the only model which agrees at the
10% level with the cross section measurements of both
HARP and HARP-CDP for the 208Pb dataset (the closest to
Hg); the other lists overpredict the HARP-CDP data. For
lighter nuclei like W (see Sec. V), these comparisons
suggest that a 15% uncertainty on the QGSP_BERT
prediction would be more appropriate. The comparison
against the Norbury-Townsend parametrization shows rea-
sonable consistency at the 10% level with QGSP_BERT
and QGSP_INCLXX, and further demonstrates an overall
normalization problem with QGSP_BIC, despite notewor-
thy agreement in the tails of the 57.8° Abaev measurement.
While QGSP_INCLXX is acceptable, QGSP_BERT
has better agreement with the data and the added
bonus of being more computationally efficient since
QGSP_INCLXX produces energy conservation errors in
some of the SNS volumes. We note that while the
momentum-integrated Abaev data may disagree with
QGSP_BERT predictions at more than the 10% level,
similar disagreement is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3
for single points of the momentum-integrated HARP and
HARP-CDP comparisons; it is only after an additional
integration over angle that good agreement is achieved.
Ultimately, the limited angular coverage of the Abaev data
limits our ability to investigate this effect.

In light of these studies and prior work using the Bertini
cascade for neutrino flux calculations [31–33,51,52], we
choose to use QGSP_BERTwith a 10% uncertainty on the
flux predictions that come from our Geant4 simulations. This
systematic uncertainty needs to be reduced for the future
precision program of COHERENT, and we describe future
avenues for experimentally reducing this uncertainty in
Sec. VII.

III. MODELING THE SPALLATION
NEUTRON SOURCE IN GEANT4

The design of the SNS target and moderator suite was
optimized for neutron production and related science [1].
We define simplified components of the SNS target
monolith that are expected to contribute to pion production
or to the stopping of pions and muons. The simplification
process is demonstrated in the top panel of Fig. 7, where the

FIG. 7. Top: ORNL technical drawing of the target vessel. The
red section highlights the main Hg target as implemented in our
Geant4 model. Bottom: A portion of an ORNL technical drawing
illustrating the target hall, with pieces in our Geant4 model
highlighted. The outer shaded cyan is the concrete monolith,
with the inner indigo representing the steel containing the Hg
target and moderators. In the bottom right corner, the shaded
purple shows the location of Neutrino Alley relative to the target
monolith [53].
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technicalities of the target vessel are reduced to the
mercury-containing region shaded red. The bottom panel
of Fig. 7 highlights the target monolith and Neutrino Alley
to illustrate the structures we build into our model. The
details of our SNS model, along with their relative
contributions to the overall πþ production, are shown
in Table I, and the full visualization of our simple model is
shown in Fig. 8.
Though most of the components, we simulate are

essentially unchanged during running despite routine main-
tenance and possible replacements, we must carefully
consider the proton beam window (PBW) separating the
vacuum of the accelerator from the target. Each proton must
pass through the PBW, resulting in both proton energy loss
and pion production as a result of interactions in the thin
window. The PBW is routinely replaced due to radiation
damage, and two different PBW designs have been in use
during COHERENT’s live-time in Neutrino Alley. A two-
layered film design using Inconel, a nickel-based alloy
trademarked by the Special Metals Corporation [54], with
water cooling between the films, was used from the initial
SNS production runs until January 11, 2017. An aluminum
plate design with 50 drilled pipes for water cooling was in
place until the latest replacement reverted back to an
Inconel PBW on April 7, 2020. Figure 9 illustrates both
PBW designs as modeled in our Geant4 geometry.
The SNS accelerates protons into an accumulator ring,

which ensures that a focused beam of monoenergetic
protons is directed on to the target. This beam is
magnetically spread to prevent overheating of the proton
beam window and target casing [55]; we introduce a
uniformly distributed source using a prior measurement of
the beam profile at the target [56] to account for this. Our
simulated profile is illustrated in the bottom panel of
Fig. 9 to show its size relative to the beam-window
designs and target.

TABLE I. An overview of components in our Geant4 model that contribute to the overall pion-production.We also include the fraction of
πþ, and therefore ν, our simulations produce as a result of each volume. We report the dimensions from the perspective of the beamline as
either Width × Height × Depth or Diameter (∅) × Height. The depth of the Inconel proton beam window (PBW) is an approximation
(indicated by an *) of 3 cm, which includes some amount of vacuum immediately before and after the window as a result of the curvature.

πþ contributed

Component Material Dimensions Aluminum PBW (%) Inconel PBW (%)

Target Hg 39.9 × 10.4 × 50.0 cm3 94.12 (90.91)
Target casing Steel 40.9 × 11.4 × 51.0 cm3 0.20 (0.56)
Inner plug (2) Be, D2O 70.0 cm ∅, 45 cm 0.19 (0.23)
Moderator (4) H2 (3), H2O (1) 4.0 × 13.9 × 17.1 cm3 0.01 (0.01)
Reflector Steel, D2O 108 cm ∅, 101.6 cm 0.99 (1.34)
Beamline shielding Steel 64.8 × 54.6 × 200.0 cm3 0.93 (1.72)
Target room Steel 1002 cm ∅, 950.8 cm 0.00 (0.14)
Aluminum PBW Al-6061, H2O 29.8 × 14.6 × 0.02 cm3 2.77 (…)
Aluminum beamline Air 29.8 × 14.6 × 200.0 cm3 0.79 (…)
Inconel PBW Inconel-718, H2O 26.7 × 12.7 × 3.0 cm3* … (4.32)
Inconel beamline Air 26.7 × 12.7 × 200.0 cm3 … (0.77)

FIG. 8. Our Geant4 model of the SNS, simplified from ORNL
technical drawings. Top: the full Geant4 world, highlighting the
monolith relative to the location of COH-CsI in Neutrino Alley.
Bottom:aviewinside theoutermonolith illustrating the target,neutron
moderator suite, proton beam window, and beamline shielding.
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We specify the particles for the simulation to track,
typically νx, π�, μ�, K�, η, p, and n, to ensure that we do
not truncate any possible neutrino-production chain. Using
the Monte Carlo framework of Geant4 and the QGSP_BERT
physics model chosen in Sec. II, we observe which particles
and interactions are responsible for generating the SNS
neutrino flux. The predictions we make are dependent on
our chosen physics model; for example, the QGSP_BIC
nuclear model predicts some production of the η meson
given 1 GeV incident protons, while other models do not.

IV. SIMULATED NEUTRINO FLUX FOR
THE FIRST TARGET STATION

Figure 10 shows the energy and timing spectra for each
neutrino flavor present in the simulation using the
QGSP_BERT physics list to simulate incident protons
with 1 GeV of kinetic energy on the SNS geometry with
an aluminum PBW. We find that the SNS ν flux predictably
demonstrates the characteristics of a pion decay-at-rest
source such as the monoenergetic νμ at ∼30 MeV from πþ

decay at rest and ν̄μ and νe following the Michel spectra
predicted from the three-body μþ decay at rest (DAR).
Variations from these spectra include decays in flight (DIF),
decays in orbit (DIO), and μ− capture. We also observe
some contribution from decay-at-rest kaons, notably in the
νμ spectrum at ∼240 MeV, but due to the small phase space
available to produce these more massive particles, kaons
have an almost negligible contribution to the SNS neutrino
flux. Ultimately, this simulation predicts a decay-at-rest
neutrino source with greater than 99% purity, with the exact
creation process and parent particle breakdown shown for
the aluminum PBW in Table II.
Using 1 GeV protons incident on our SNS geometry

from behind the PBW, our simulations predict 0.262
neutrinos per proton on target. We find that our model
of the SNS neutrino flux is primarily comprised of νμ, ν̄μ,
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and νe (each greater than 0.087 νX=POT, where X ¼
μ; μ̄; e) with a small contribution of ν̄e (0.0001 ν̄e=POT,
not considering the activation of materials near the target).
We also see a small flux of low-energy ν̄e from neutron
β-decay that we neglect in this work, with the intention of
performing a dedicated study of radioactive products
produced as a result of SNS operations in the future.
COHERENT deployed detectors at the SNS prior to the

accelerator systems reaching 1 GeV, so data taken at lower
energies (∼850 MeV) must also be understood. The
upcoming Proton Power Upgrade [57] will prepare the
SNS for the planned Second Target Station (described in
Sec. V) by improving the accelerator. The upgrade will see
the SNS operate at a more intense 2.0 MW, with 1.3 GeV
incident protons by 2024. We use this simulation to study
the dependence of the neutrinos produced on the incident
proton energy and to develop an approach to account for
changes to SNS operations over a run period. Figure 11
shows the energy dependence for both the total neutrino
production and the fraction of neutrinos produced by the πþ
decay chain. We parametrize this dependence with cubic
and linear fits, respectively, to develop a method for quickly
estimating changes in the SNS neutrino production due to
operational changes in the beam energy, and the parameters
for each of the fits are listed in Table III. This figure also
demonstrates that while there are minimal differences in
total neutrino production between the two PBW designs,
the differences in the relative contribution of pion produc-
tion resulting from interactions with the PBW (see Table I)
can impact the fraction of pions that will be brought to rest
within the SNS target. The neutrino luminosity from the
SNS given particular operating conditions can then be
calculated as

ν

t
¼ ν

POT
POT
t

¼ ν

POT
Etotal

E
1

t
¼ FðEÞP

E
; ð3Þ

where E is the kinetic energy per proton, FðEÞ is the
fraction of ν produced per proton on target with incident
kinetic energy E, Etotal is the combined energy of all
protons incident on the target in time t, and P is the
SNS beam power (Etotal=t). Figure 11 demonstrates that
FðEÞ can be estimated as a cubic polynomial in E with

parameters defined in Table III, for E between 0.775 and
1.425 GeV. Plugging this into Eq. (3), we find a general
parametrization for the SNS neutrino luminosity:

ν

t
¼ P

�
p3E2 þ p2Eþ p1 þ

p0

E

�
: ð4Þ

Using this functional form and typical pre-upgrade
operational parameters of 1.4 MW (7.0 GWhr=yr) and
incident protons with 1 GeVof kinetic energy, we calculate
2.36 × 1015 neutrinos produced per second while the SNS
is running. Estimating this production as an isotropic point
source, we calculate a neutrino flux of 4.7 × 107 ν cm−2 s−1

at 20 meters from the target center (the approximate
location of the first CEvNS measurements in COH-CsI).
Using the nominal SNS running time of 5000 hours
per year, the SNS sees 1.58 × 1023 POT per year, with
a ν luminosity of 4.25 × 1022 ν per year, or a flux of
8.46 × 1014 ν cm−2 yr−1 at 20 m from the target.
We also study the creation positions and momenta of the

neutrinos, shown in Fig. 12. The volumes and materials
which create the pions were listed in Table I; the neutrinos
are primarily produced after the short movements of pions
and muons coming to rest. The spread of the beam and the
movements of the particles result in a radial spread from the
beamline axis. Over 86% of the neutrinos are produced
within 10 cm of the beamline axis, and almost all
production (> 99%) occurs within 0.5 m of the beamline
axis. Along the beamline axis, we find that over 90% of the
neutrino production occurs within the target and less than
5% of the neutrinos are produced at the PBW location
2.5 m upstream of the target. Because the πþ and μþ decay
at rest, we also have almost fully isotropic production of
neutrinos up to about 50 MeV. We do note visible
anisotropy in the bottom panel of Fig. 12 for Eν > 60 MeV
that is consistent with neutrinos boosted in the forward
direction from pions decaying in flight.
We find that both PBW designs cause some neutrino

production outside of the target regardless of the incident
proton energy as illustrated in Fig. 13. However, our
detectors are deployed ∼20 m from the target center, with
the PBW placement only 2.5 m upstream of the target. To
quantify the effect of this nonpointlike neutrino production,

TABLE II. A breakdown of the processes and parent particles which create neutrinos for 1 GeV protons at the SNS with an aluminum
PBW. The creation processes are classified as decay at rest (DAR), decay in flight (DIF), μ− capture, or decay in orbit (DIO). We include
significant figures here to sum to 100% given the small contributions outside of the πþ DAR chain.

Creation process Parent particle

ν=POT DAR (%) DIF (%) μ− Cap (%) μ− DIO (%) πþ or μþ (%) π− or μ− (%) Kþ (%)

νμ 0.0875 98.940 0.779 0.196 0.084 99.7185 0.2812 0.0003
ν̄μ 0.0875 99.718 0.282 … … 99.7187 0.2813 …
νe 0.0872 99.999 0.001 … … 99.9999 … 0.0001
ν̄e 0.0001 … 0.331 … 99.669% … 100 …
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we project the neutrino flux onto a 20 m sphere centered on
the Hg target and determine an effective production angle
based on the neutrino’s projected location. In this model,
the total anisotropy of the SNS neutrino flux 20 m from the
target center is ∼5%. The dominant contribution is an
excess near cos θ ≈ −1 consistent with neutrino production
within the PBW, with a secondary excess near cos θ ≈ 1
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TABLE III. Fit parameters for the proton-energy-dependence studies using both beam window designs. The three parameters for the
cubic fits used in Eq. (3) (FðEÞ ¼ p3E3 þ p2E2 þ p1Eþ p0) are illustrated in the top panel in Fig. 11, while the two parameters for the
linear fits (mEþ b) are illustrated in the bottom panel. The fit uncertainties do not consider the overall 10% systematic.

Design p3 (GeV−3) p2 (GeV−2) p1 (GeV−1) p0 b m (GeV−1)

Aluminum PBW 0.28(2) −1.12ð6Þ 1.79(6) −0.68ð2Þ 99.99(1) −0.48ð1Þ
Inconel PBW 0.27(2) −1.09ð6Þ 1.75(6) −0.67ð2Þ 100.04(1) −0.53ð1Þ
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consistent with neutrinos produced by decays in flight. For
a small detector at the COH-CsI location 19.3 m from the
target center and at cos θ ≈ 0, we predict less than a 1%
deficit of the neutrino flux compared to the isotropic point-
source approximation. The contributions to the neutrino
flux error from geometric considerations are small, and add
negligibly in quadrature to the 10% uncertainty on the
overall neutrino flux incident on our detectors in neutrino
alley. The anisotropy depends on the relative contributions
of the different materials in our SNS geometry outlined in
Table I, and emphasizes the need for new pion-production
measurements such as those discussed in Sec. VII.

V. NEUTRINOS AT THE SECOND
TARGET STATION

We also created a model geometry to estimate the
neutrino production at ORNL’s planned Second Target
Station (STS) [58]. With a projected completion in the early
2030s, COHERENT is engaged with the design phase of
this facility to optimize location and shielding with the aim
to deploy 10-ton-scale detectors for CEvNS and other
physics. Using preliminary details about the planned target
provided at the Workshop on Fundamental Physics at the
Second Target Station in 2019 [59], we modeled 21
tungsten wedges surrounded by thin layers of tantalum
and water, evenly spaced in an assembly with a 1.1 m
diameter. We also modeled neutron moderators above and
below the active target wedge, centered along the beamline
axis. We simulated a 6 cmðwidthÞ × 5 cmðheightÞ beam
profile to ensure that the profile is smaller than that of a
single tungsten wedge and included the aluminum PBW
and beamline shielding as implemented in our First Target
Station (FTS) geometry. This target geometry is illustrated

in Fig. 14 and is centered inside a 5 m vacuum box, then
enclosed in a steel box (10 m outer edge, 5 m inner) to
mimic pion production in typical shielding materials with-
out assuming specific geometry for the STS target
surroundings.
With this simple geometry and 1.3 GeV incident protons,

our simulations predict 0.13 νX=POT for νμ; ν̄μ, and νe from
the πþ decay chain, resulting in an approximate total
0.39 ν=POT. This estimate is larger than the predictions
for the FTS operating at 1.3 GeV due to the increased
density of a solid tungsten target. We cannot accurately
discuss the decay-at-rest fraction of neutrinos or relative
impact of the PBW since the shielding surrounding the
target remains unknown. However, we note that protons do
escape the end of the 25-cm thick active target wedge with
enough energy that nearly 10% of the simulated pion
production in our simple geometry occurs downstream of
the target.
The STS will receive one of every four pulses from the

SNS linear accelerator and will operate as a 15 Hz, 0.8 MW
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facility. Possible locations for 10-ton scale COHERENT
detectors at the Second Target Station have been identified
within a few tens of meters from the planned target location
[60]. With a tungsten target rather than mercury, the
uncertainty on the overall pion production is expected to
be nearer to 15% (see bottom panel of Fig. 4), though
efforts to normalize the neutrino flux at the FTS using D2O
and new hadron production experiments using a range of
targets at lower beam energies will help to constrain our
predictions (see Sec. VII).

VI. LIGHT DARK-MATTER PRODUCTION AT
THE SPALLATION NEUTRON SOURCE

This work was focused on understanding the neutrino
fluxes but also explored the creation of other interesting
particles. In particular, π0, η0, and π− production are
relevant to dark-matter searches using the SNS as an
accelerator [61,62]. Here, we present some findings regard-
ing the production of such particles using QGSP_BERT,
noting that no effort was made in this work to specifically
validate the production of any hadrons other than πþ. As
mentioned in Sec. II, η production is excluded from
our discussion here because it is not predicted by
QGSP_BERT. Predictions with QGSP_BIC have previ-
ously been used with this simulation geometry to predict η
flux for sensitivity studies [62].
Figure 15 shows the scattering angle as it relates to the

creation energy for SNS-produced π0 from 1 GeV incident
protons on the top and 1.3 GeV incident protons on the
bottom.We observe strong forward production for both, but
note that we will have a small flux directed towards
Neutrino Alley (cos θ ≈ 0). This is relevant primarily for
the π0, which could decay in flight into dark-matter
particles that cause an observable nuclear recoil in our
CEvNS detectors. For π−, dark matter could be produced in
an absorption process or in a charge-exchange process;
both are more efficient at nonrelativistic energies, and each
would emit particles isotropically and negate any impact of
forward production.
Assuming an aluminum PBW, the SNS produces

0.11 π0=POT and 0.05 π−=POT for 1 GeV incident pro-
tons. We also predict that the upgraded 1.3 GeV incident
protons will produce 0.17 π0=POT and 0.09 π−=POT. This
study also demonstrates the potential gain of the STS for
dark-matter searches, particularly when equipped with
forward-positioned detectors that reduce the distance to
the target.

VII. ONGOING EFFORTS

In the absence of pion-production data for protons
incident on Hg at energies up to 1.3 GeV, the ∼10%
uncertainty assigned to our neutrino flux is a robust
estimate that cannot be significantly improved through
simulation. For the moment, the cross-section results on Ar

are still dominated by statistical uncertainties [3], but the
uncertainty on the neutrino flux is now the dominant
uncertainty in the final results from CsI [20]. Two types
of experimental measurements could further reduce this
uncertainty.
Pion-production measurements with thin Hg targets

would allow us to validate our simulation against inter-
actions on the same material as the SNS target. The
proposed EMPHATIC experiment at the Fermilab Test
Beam Facility could measure differential pion-production
cross sections on Hg at proton energies as low as 2 GeV
with expected uncertainties less than 10% [63]. Meanwhile,
the NA61/SHINE collaboration [64], which has measured
pion production on both thin and replica targets for a
variety of accelerator neutrino experiments, is investigating
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FIG. 15. Distribution of production angles and creation ener-
gies of π0 at the SNS-FTS assuming an aluminum PBW. Top:
using 1 GeV incident protons to mimic the current operating
conditions of the SNS. Bottom: using 1.3 GeV incident protons to
mimic the operating conditions following the upgrade.
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the possibility of reducing the energy of the CERN SPS H2
proton beamline to 1 GeV for low-energy pion-production
studies [65]. These measurements will benefit neutrino
experiments at the SNS and at other pion decay-at-rest
neutrino sources with GeV-scale protons incident on a
mercury target such as the JSNS2 sterile-neutrino search at
the Japan Spallation Neutron Source [66]. As a decay-at-
rest source is insensitive to the production angle of the pion,
new pion-production measurements should ideally cover as
close to a 4π acceptance as possible.
Thin-target data at ≥ 1 GeV, however, cannot account

for the effects of proton energy loss in the SNS target and
from scattering in the PBW as shown in Fig. 16. Reducing
our uncertainty using only thin-target data would require a
dedicated measurement of the proton energy-loss profile
within the SNS target that could be convolved with the
observed pion production from thin-target data at varied

energy. A separate approach to reducing neutrino-flux
uncertainties would directly measure the total neutrino
production at the SNS target. A D2O detector, deployed at
the SNS, would measure the charged-current interaction

νe þ d → pþ pþ e−: ð5Þ

The cross section of this reaction is well under-
stood; theoretical calculations, taking several disparate
approaches, have converged to the 2%–3% level [67,68].
A moderately sized detector, about 680 kg, could achieve
similar statistical precision in about four SNS beam-years
of operation. The observed νe flux from the SNS target
could then be multiplied by three to obtain the total flux of
all three neutrino flavors generated by πþ decay. The
COHERENT collaboration plans to build such a detector to
directly normalize the simulated SNS neutrino flux [69].
We note that if the neutrino flux can be independently
measured to high precision, one can in principle use
neutrino data to validate models of hadron and neutrino
production.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Using Geant4.10.06’s standard QGSP_BERT physics list
and treating the SNS as a point source, we predict a
neutrino flux of 4.7 × 107 ν cm−2 s−1 at 20 m from the
target with ∼99% of the total flux produced by the stopped
πþ decay chain for 1 GeV incident protons at the 1.4 MW
First Target Station. Our calculation has a 10% uncertainty
on the underlying pion-production model. This shared
systematic for all COHERENT detectors is now the
dominant uncertainty limiting precision CEvNS measure-
ments, along with statistics in subsystems still taking data.
Our simulation remains an invaluable tool for estimating

the flux of various particles at the SNS, the dependence of
our predictions on the incident proton energy, and relative
effects of the beamline geometry. In the future, we intend to
use a modified version of this simulation to predict the low-
energy contribution to the SNS neutrino flux from β�
decays coincident with a proton spill resulting from
activated materials. We also intend to use the framework
we have developed here to perform model validation
studies for particles such as π0, π− and η that are relevant
for future dark-matter studies at the SNS.
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